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Abstract 

How to assess image quality sensed by humans in an objective manner shapes many 

algorithms and systems related to visual intelligence, since definition and 

measurement of visual signal quality play a central role in practice, like image 

acquisition, compression, transmission, and various client-end tasks. Automatic visual 

quality assessment can be divided into two major categories: 1) technical quality 

assessment (TQA) to evaluate visual distortions, e.g., noise, blur, and different 

processing artifacts; 2) aesthetic quality assessment (AQA) to focus on aesthetic 

factors, e.g., content, composition, depth of field, color harmony, semantics, and even 

personality, culture and so on. During the past decade, there have been much more 

research activities for TQA but AQA has started to attract wider interests. In this talk, 

we will first give a review of the advances on TQA. Then, we introduce the principles 

and recent research progress on AQA, including generic AQA (G-AQA) and 

personalized AQA (P-AQA). We will also discuss emerging AQA-related topics, 

including  aesthetics-assisted image editing, visual processing, imaging system 

design/optimization, smart photography, and AIGC. 
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